Wiring diagram for remote starter

For almost a decade I have enjoyed a viper remote start in my car. I love the ability to warm up
the engine and have the air conditioning running by the time I sit in the driver's seat. I wanted
the same convenience for the wife and after 5 years she has given permission after seeing all
the other improvements I have done on her veteran Hyundai trajet. If you are good at car audio,
electronics, modifications and maintenance then a remote start system is very easy. You must
have the wiring diagrams for your vehicle and it helps if there is already an existing viper or DEI
alarm installed. For cars that never had an aftermarket alarm and use factory immobilizer, you
will need the immobilizer bypass module from DEI. I bought the avital l system for her vehicle
which is also a DEI product. This installation requires heavy Guage wiring connection to the
car's ignition key switch. Soldering is mandatory here. I have attached the complete installation
guide for the Avital L. The installation I performed did not include wiring of the door lock or door
switches circuits since these were already wired to the existing viper alarm. It is hyper
important to wire up the system at home to a 12volt supply and test all the needed features. I
bought the bitwriter to allow far easier programming of certain features. I simulated door status,
remote starting, triggering the alarm, and the 2 way pager features of the remote. Also important
are the brake shutdown and neutral safety features. For dry testing the neutral safety wire must
be tied to 0Volt. To test the brake shutdown just touch it to 12Volt. All worked well and I decided
the following features I wanted installed or omitted: 1. No parking light hook up. I find this
feature annoying and I gives away the fact that the driver is coming to a remote started vehicle.
Sort of dangerous in our island home. The remote start will not monitor the engine status. I have
a fixed crank time of 1. Older cars like ours never give a proper tach or voltage signal. My car
never once worked properly with the feedback signal. With 4 Phillips head screws, a 10mm bolt
and the trunk release cable off the lower cover removed to reveal the old viper module and the
ignition wiring. The car battery needs to be connected to do certain tests. The viper hv installed
in this vehicle has a kill relay to prevent ignition if the module is unceremoniously yanked out. I
bypassed this kill by connecting the violet wire to the black 0volt. These 6 wires will be
connected to the remote start relay module. The key switch has a connector jack with 3 pairs of
lugs. The constant 12volt will always have voltage on it. This is the first and easiest the find. The
key must be inserted to find the other 4 wires. Verifying by turning off then back to accessories
is necessary. This wire is at the top of the connector jack. Next the ignition1 and ignition 2
wires. Toggling between accessories and ignition position verifies my finding. Both of these
wires are at the bottom of the connector jack. Lastly the starter wire at the top of the connector
jack. This involves actually cranking the engine. Of course the starter solenoid wire can be
temporarily disconnected but the starter on this vehicle is hard to reach. Once GRAY the wire is
identified now onto some real installing! Having an existing viper alarm system makes
installation so much easier. The wires are already there to be tapped into and nicely identified.
Disconnecting the battery is important here to avoid blowing fuses. I used the same H1 12pin jst
connector. I removed the pins I have no use for with the avital module. Luckily dei makes both
avital and viper so the connections are pretty universal. The wiring highlighted in yellow are
what I used for my installation. I cable tied the avital l module inside the dash. This is taken from
the brake pedal switch that send 12volt to the lights. Testing is simple by depressing the pedal
to get 12volt. The other side of the switch will have constant 12volt. The brown wire is tapped
into the switched 12volt. The leds produce a backfeed that actually disables the remote starter! I
learned this the hard way. This wire is located on pin 1 of connector c on the ecm module of the
car. In park the wire at this pin goes to 12Volt. Due to the horrendously stupid wiring Hyundai
uses in this vehicle, the neutral safety feature cannot be installed at this time. I will need to put a
delay ON timer relay to temporarily 0volt the neutral safety wire to allow remote starting then a
relay powered from the park gear position will keep it at 0V. Every sane car manufacturer uses
0volt to identify a gear at the ecm. Retard inbred Hyundai engineers uses 12volt only when the
key is at the ON position. Luckily my wife has not yet gone the way of her mother by turning off
her car in gear complete with keys and door wide open. Easy for car thieves stalking her. After
cleaning the windscreen, I stuck the antenna behind the rear view mirror. I routed the wiring
down the driver side pillar. Since I had already identified the necessary heavy Gauge wires, I
solder connected the wires shown in the wiring diagram. My watt soldering iron came in handy
for this step. I disconnected the battery here to avoid any faults. Mind you, this step is the
hardest since it involves tight spaces under the dash. The battery has to be disconnected for
this step. I had to cut the starter wire now. The avital purple ties to the other end of the GRAY
wire running to the engine starter. This wire is at the top of the connector. The last pic shows a
convenient wiring diagram I did to identify all the heavy gauge wires for the remote start
module. Once I put electrical tape and plugged back in the connector and reconnected the car
battery. It is very important to manually start the car and ensure all circuits to the oem wiring is
working properly! I left a spare programming cable plugged into the avital l module. This will

make it easy to tweak at future dates without having to take down the dash. On a related note,
the bitwriter refuses to write when the system is in valet mode. It must be in alarm mode to
allow reading and writing. The horn was simple to install. The black wire went to chassis for
0volt. With the car remote started I did the following tests. Shutdown by pressing the brake
pedal. Manually inserting the key and trying the start while the car is remote started. This is to
test the anti grind feature. Now the wife has remote start capabilities with her veteran Hyundai
trajet. We live in a hot climate so have the air conditioning on is a huge comfort by the time she
actually gets into the car. Also she likes the new 2 way pager remote. She likes the pretty factor.
Kudos to me! Not bad for an anniversary present eh. I used car central locking remote unit to
start car remotely Instead of connecting it to motor i used some relays to latch and stay on
when car is locked and when car is unlock the whole thing would shut off So i connected that
latching relay to power on car and another relay that only works few seconds to start car This
makes whole thing a lot easier Nice instructable. Reply 4 years ago. Introduction: Car Remote
Starter Installation! By Mjtrinihobby Follow. More by the author:. Attachments avital installation.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in
Woodworking. Cekpi7 4 years ago. Reply Upvote. Mjtrinihobby Cekpi7 Reply 4 years ago. Free
Wiring Diagram. Assortment of remote car starter wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the elements of the
circuit as simplified forms, as well as the power and also signal connections between the
devices. A wiring diagram generally gives details concerning the loved one placement and also
arrangement of gadgets and terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the
tool. A photographic layout would show extra detail of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses an extra symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A
wiring diagram is typically utilized to troubleshoot issues as well as to earn sure that all the
links have been made which whatever is existing. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it
to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which
makes use of abstract pictorial icons to reveal all the interconnections of parts in a system.
Wiring representations are comprised of 2 points: symbols that represent the elements in the
circuit, and lines that represent the connections in between them. Therefore, from electrical
wiring diagrams, you understand the family member area of the elements and just how they are
linked. Wiring diagrams mainly reveals the physical placement of components and also
connections in the constructed circuit, yet not necessarily in logic order. To review a wiring
diagram, first you need to understand just what fundamental components are consisted of in a
wiring diagram, as well as which photographic icons are used to represent them. The typical
elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire as well as connection, result
devices, switches, resistors, logic gateway, lights, etc. A line stands for a cable. Wires are used
to attach the parts with each other. There ought to be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you
what each shade means. A series circuit is a circuit in which components are linked along a
single path, so the present flows via one element to obtain to the following one. In a collection
circuit, voltages add up for all components attached in the circuit, and currents are the same
with all elements. A great wiring diagram has to be technically correct and also clear to check
out. Look after every information. The diagram must show the correct direction of the favorable
and also unfavorable terminals of each element. Use the right symbols. Learn the significances
of the standard circuit symbols as well as pick the appropriate ones to use. A few of the
symbols have truly close appearance. You have to be able to tell the differences before applying
them. Attract linking wires as straight lines. Utilize a dot to suggest line joint, or usage line
leaps to show cross lines that are not attached. Tag components such as resistors and also
capacitors with their worths. Make certain the text positioning looks clean. Service: Item Links!
Select Your Make. Select Your Vehicle Make. Free Vehicle Wiring Search. Commando Car
Alarms offers free wiring diagrams for installing your alarm, remote car starter, keyless entry or
power door locks in your car or truck. View our complete listing of wiring diagrams by vehicle
manufacture. Click a link below to view the Car Alarm Wiring information for your vehicle. Alfa
Romeo Wiring Charts. Audi Wiring Charts. Bmw Wiring Charts. Buick Wiring Charts. Cadillac
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Benz Wiring Charts. Mercury Wiring Charts. Mini Wiring Charts. Mitsubishi Wiring Charts.
Nissan Wiring Charts. Oldsmobile Wiring Charts. Plymouth Wiring Charts. Pontiac Wiring
Charts. Porsche Wiring Charts. Saab Wiring Charts. Saturn Wiring Charts. Scion Wiring Charts.
Smart Car Wiring Charts. Subaru Wiring Charts. Suzuki Wiring Charts. Toyota Wiring Charts.

Volkswagen Wiring Charts. Volvo Wiring Charts. Search For Another Vehicle? Your Vehicle Not
Listed? Please let us know about it. Keyword Search. Precision Search. Brand Search.
Commando Car Alarm. Avatal L OEM security upgrade. Wiring Diagram. Variety of generac
remote start wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial depiction of
an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the
power and also signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram usually offers details
regarding the family member position as well as arrangement of devices and terminals on the
devices, to assist in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic representation would show
a lot more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to highlight interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is typically made
use of to fix problems and also to make certain that all the connections have actually been
made which whatever exists. Collection of generac remote start wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is a type of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic signs to reveal all the
affiliations of elements in a system. Circuitry layouts are comprised of 2 things: icons that stand
for the parts in the circuit, as well as lines that stand for the links between them. For that
reason, from wiring representations, you understand the loved one area of the components and
just how they are attached. Electrical wiring representations mostly shows the physical position
of parts and connections in the developed circuit, however not always in reasoning order. To
read a wiring diagram, first you need to recognize exactly what fundamental aspects are
included in a wiring diagram, and also which photographic icons are made use of to represent
them. The typical components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord as well as
link, output gadgets, buttons, resistors, reasoning entrance, lights, and so on. A line represents
a cable. Wires are used to attach the parts together. There should be a tale on the wiring
diagram to tell you what each shade means. Usually circuits with greater than two parts have 2
fundamental kinds of links: collection and also parallel. A collection circuit is a circuit in which
components are attached along a single course, so the current flows with one element to obtain
to the following one. In a series circuit, voltages include up for all elements connected in the
circuit, and also currents coincide through all elements. In an identical circuit, each gadget is
straight connected to the source of power, so each device obtains the same voltage. The
present in an identical circuit moves along each parallel branch as well as re-combines when
the branches reunite. An excellent wiring diagram requires to be practically correct and clear to
read. Care for every detail. The layout must show the right instructions of the favorable and
adverse terminals of each element. Make use of the best signs. Find out the significances of the
fundamental circuit symbols as well as choose the correct ones to make use of. A few of the
symbols have actually close appearance. You need to be able to inform the differences before
applying them. Attract linking cables as straight lines. Make use of a dot to show line junction,
or usage line leaps to suggest cross lines that are not linked. Tag components such as resistors
and also capacitors with their worths. Make sure the text placement looks clean. Facebook 0
Tweet 0 Pin 0. Having a remote start wiring diagram makes installing a remote starter easy. Find
the remote starter wiring diagram you need to install your car starter and save time. Scroll down
and find the car start wire guide you need. Every remote start wiring diagram contains
information from other people who own the same car as you. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Remote Start Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment
Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.
Acura Remote Start Wiring Diagrams. Audi Remote Car Start Diagrams. Buick Car Start Wire
Diagrams. Cadillac Guides for Remote Start. Chevrolet Starter Install Guides. Chrysler Remote
Start Wire Guides. Daewoo Remote Starter Wire Guides. Dodge Remote Start Wireing Diagrams.
Eagle Remote Starter Wireing Guides. Ford Remote Start Wire Diagrams. Honda Remote Starter
Wiring Guides. Hyundai Car Start Wire Schematics. Hummer Diagrams for Remote Starter.
Infiniti Starter Install Diagrams. Isuzu Remote Starter Wire Diagrams. Jeep Remote Starter
Wiring Diagrams. Kia Remote Starter Wireing Diagrams. Lexus Remote Start Wiring Guides.
Mazda Remote Car Start Guides. Mercury Car Start Wiring Schematics. Mini Remote Starter
Wiring Schematics. Mitsubishi Car Starter Diagrams. Nissan Remote Start Wire Diagrams.
Oldsmobile Guides for Remote Start. Plymouth Remote Start Wireing Guides. Pontiac Remote
Car Start Diagrams. Saab Remote Start Installation Guides. Saturn Remote Car Starter Guides.
Scion Remote Start Install Guides. Subaru Car Starter Wire Schematics. Suzuki Diagrams for
Remote Start. Toyota Starter Installation Diagrams. Volkswagen Remote Start Wire Guides.
Volvo Remote Start Wiring Diagrams. The automotive wiring harness in a Ford is becoming
increasing more complicated and more difficult to identify due to the installation of more
advanced automotive electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where wiring
for remote start, remote starter, remote car starter, remote auto starter, remote automotive

starter, remote vehicle starter, remote start module or remote auto starter should be connected
to on your Ford. The Modified Life staff has taken every Ford remote start wiring diagram, Ford
remote start wireing diagram, Ford remote starter wiring diagram, Ford remote starter diagram,
Ford wiring for remote start, Ford remote start wire diagram, Ford remote starter wiring
diagram, Ford remote start install diagram and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for
free. Our remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote vehicle starting for a warm
interior in the winter and remote car starting for an air conditioned cabin in the summer. Stop
spending countless hours trying to figure out which remote start wires go to which Ford
electrical module or automotive harness. Use of the Ford wiring diagram is at your own risk.
Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to
your Ford. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing Ford
information or adding a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel
free and post it at the bottom of this page. Hi, I need the diagram for a remote start and alarm
install for a Ford F 6. Just bought a Ford Fusion SE. I would like to install a remote starter. Do
you have a wiring diagram for a Ford Fusion SE remote starter? Thank you. Tommie, as much
as we would like to help you, most of the radio wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Ford Police
Interceptor stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life
community would be able to post a reply and help you out. Hi guys, i bought a cool start g3
series from crime stopper model rs4-g3. Carl, as much as we would like to help you, most of the
wire information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Ford Explorer rear glass release wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. You seem to
be missing the wiring diagrams for crown victorias. I am in need of one for a ford crown victoria
remote start please. I need a remote start and alarm system wiring on a F Super Duty. Any info
on diodes and additional relay modules needed? I need a remote start and alarm system wiring
diagram for a Ford Bronco. I have the clifford Solaris 5 system. I am installing the AutoPage RS
Thanks for the help, John H. Thank you,Harold. Looking for wiring diagram for Ford F
Supercrewâ€¦. It has no alarm or key security. Would be very helpful if you could provide the
wiring schematic or diagram. Are there any airbag wires I need to avoid? Thanks for the help,
Ritchie Johnston. I am looking to install a remote start and need a wiring diagram for a Ford
Escape. Any help is appreciated! Thank you for any help you could provide. Wanna install a
remote starter and alarm system. Any info you have on this would be great! I am trying to install
a remote start in a Ford Taurus. Looking for a remote diagram for this car if available. I am
looking for a remote start diagram for a Ford Fusion for the installation of a Ford factory remote
starter. Thanks for your help in advance. I need a diagram for a 99 F Super Duty with a 7. Any
help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks, Clayton. Thanks, Will Sr. I actually downloaded the
car alarm one already from here. Great site, thanks for helping us out by making info readily
available. Much appreciate any and all advice. Your email address will not be published. Skip to
content. Ford Remote Start Wiring Diagrams. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Compustar Remote Start
Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified standard pictorial representation of an
electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the talent and
signal connections surrounded by the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives instruction
virtually the relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals upon the devices, to
back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would work more detail of the
instinctive appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to highlight
interconnections exceeding visceral appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to create distinct that all the friends have been made and that anything is present.
Architectural wiring diagrams behave the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and surviving electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes
may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common
circuit. Wiring diagrams use tolerable symbols for wiring devices, usually alternating from those
used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not solitary accomplishment where
something is to be installed, but as a consequence what type of device is inborn installed. For
example, a surface ceiling blithe is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling lighthearted has a
every second symbol, and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has unconventional symbol. Each
type of switch has a alternative tale and therefore accomplish the various outlets. There are
symbols that achievement the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat.
A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to take on board
membership of the quarters to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as a
consequence affix panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for

special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or extra special services.
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